Enmotus Joins Dell/EMC ’s Software and
Peripherals (SnP) Program
Program delivers NVMe Virtual SSD solutions for high
performance servers.
Aliso Viejo, Ca. – Aug 1, 2017 - Enmotus, the market leader in Storage Automation and
Analytics software (SAA), today announced that it has been added to the Dell/EMC
Software and Peripherals program. Targeted for Dell/EMC’s PowerEdge servers,
Enmotus’ Virtual SSD software enables blending of fast primary storage such as NVMe
Flash devices with capacity centric SSD or HDD storage, resulting in a volume with the
performance of NVMe and capacity/cost metrics of the combined drives.
Dell/EMC’s SnP offers a full range of solutions to help optimize the productivity and
efficiency of the IT workforce. Dell/EMC and its partners add value to empower your
enterprise workforce with the tools they need to get the job done.
Virtual SSD software transforms storage into an intelligent data management solution
that automatically places active storage on primary storage and moves cold data to the
secondary storage, dynamically without user intervention. Advanced analytic
capabilities measure how much of your storage is active, which allows you to buy the
optimal quantity of Flash based primary storage. With the recently added TurboSan
Accelerator feature, the Virtual SSD software targets both server based storage as well
as external arrays.
“Admission to the SnP program, in addition to our earlier approval as a Dell/EMC
Certified Technology Partner is a testament to the value add Enmotus brings to
Dell/EMC PowerEdge servers,” said Peter Cmaylo, VP of Business Development for
Enmotus. “Enmotus’ collaboration with Dell/EMC allows PowerEdge users to take
advantage of the industry’s fastest flash technology. Not only does our FuzeDrive
software makes it easy to integrate NVMe technology as part of the Dell/EMC solution,
but it also enables users to contain their costs by storing their inactive data on cost

effective storage,” added Cmaylo.
For more information on the Enmotus/Dell solution, please visit our webpage.
About Enmotus:
Enmotus develops software device virtualization and visualization solutions for data
center, and web scale servers. Our products enable OEMs, system builders and IT
managers to easily virtualize multi-vendor PCIe SSD and SAS/SATA storage devices in
servers and storage appliances to create high performance real-time automated tiered
storage. For more information, please visit www.enmotus.com or contact us at
info@enmotus.com.
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